March

1.3. **Journal club** Rosati et al 2020 summary by Antonio Osuna Mascaró
   [Link Blackboard Collaborate]

8.3. **Sarah Marchand**, Master student, supervised by Ludwig Huber and Christoph Völter
   *Dogs understanding of human false belief in a social game*
   [Link Blackboard Collaborate]

15.3. **Melissa Sébilleau**, PhD student, supervised by Ludwig Huber
   *Discrimination between familiar and unfamiliar conspecifics' calls in kea*
   [Link Blackboard Collaborate]

22.3. **Arnaud Bruat**, Master student supervised by Ariane Veit
   *Ghost control tests in pigs*
   [Link Blackboard Collaborate]

April

12.4. **Shereen Chang**, PostDoc Ethics and Human-Animal Studies
   *Factors in referential communication learning*
   [Link Blackboard Collaborate]

19.4. **Maud Steinmann**, intern student, supervised by Christoph Völter
   *Unwilling or Unable? An investigation of dogs’ intention reading skills.*
   [Link Blackboard Collaborate]

26.4. **Journal club**, tbd, summary by Jennifer Colbourne
   [Link Blackboard Collaborate]

---

[1] Online until further notice, program subject to change, see [https://www.vetmeduni.ac.at/en/messerli/science/cognition/](https://www.vetmeduni.ac.at/en/messerli/science/cognition/)
May

3.5. **Yuri Kawaguchi**, PostDoc Clever Dog Lab
   *My previous studies and research plan- Dog’s recognition of “age” and the potential effect of domestication on it.*
   Link Blackboard Collaborate

10.5. **Mélissa Sébilleau**, PhD student, supervised by Ludwig Huber, Tecumseh Fitch and Angela Stöger-Horwath
   *PhD interim evaluation/TAC talk*
   Link Blackboard Collaborate

17.5. **Lucrezia Lonardo**, PhD student, supervised by Ludwig Huber and Claus Lamm
   *Multi-method investigation of pet dogs' social cognition*
   Link Blackboard Collaborate

31.5. **Linda Kalb**, IMHAI Master student, supervised by Christioph Völter, Megan Lambert and Ludwig Huber
   *Weight discrimination in dogs*
   Link Blackboard Collaborate

June

7.6. **Elisabeth Suwandschieff**, PhD student, supervised by Raoul Schwing, Thomas Bugnyar and Ludwig Huber
   *Two-action-task in Kea*
   Link Blackboard Collaborate

14.6. **Journal club**, Farrar and Ostojic 2019, summary by **Ariane Veit**
   Link Blackboard Collaborate

21.6. **tbd**
   Link Blackboard Collaborate

28.6. **Poppy Lambert**, PhD student, supervised by Alice Auersperg, Sarah Beck and Sabine Tebbich
   *Two weight discrimination tasks with the Goffin’s cockatoo*
   Link Blackboard Collaborate